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Question: 1
A NetWorker server manages three tape drives. Server parallelism is set to 24. All save sets are
directed to the Default pool. During a group backup, 16 save sessions are started. If each device
resource has a Target Sessions value of 4, which statement is correct?
A. 16 save streams are directed to the tape drives
B. 12 save streams are directed to tape drives and 4 save sets are aborted
C. NetWorker aborts the group because there are not enough sessions available
D. 12 save streams are directed to tape drives and 4 save sets wait until another save session
finishes
Answer: A
Question: 2
Which level of archiving is delivered by an EMC Centera?
A. Active
B. Passive
C. Online
D. Offline
Answer: A
Question: 3
Over which path does the backup metadata travel in a SAN-based backup?
A. SAN only
B. LAN only
C. Local to storage node
D. SAN to LAN
Answer: B
Question: 4
A customer has a DL740 in its environment. Active Engine Failover is configured. During the
night, one of the engines fails. What is the result?
A. The WWPNs of the failed engine move to the working one. Active backups are redirected to
another engine.
B. The resources of the failed engine move to the working one. All I/O going to the failed engine
are directed to the working one through the CMI.
C. The WWPNs of the failed engine move to the working one. Active backups to the failed engine
fail.
D. The resources of the failed engine move to the working one. All I/O going to the failed engine
are directed to the working one through the write cache.
Answer: C
Question: 5
Which component when added to a CLARiiON CX disk array makes it a CLARiiON Disk Library?
A. Server with Backup Software
B. Server with Emulation Software
C. Another Controller
D. Tape Library
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Answer: B
Question: 6
A customer is running NetWorker 7.3. All Cloned save sets are written to one backup Clone pool.
What is the effect of setting a retention policy for that backup Clone pool?
A. All Clone instances of a save set will have the same pool retention time
B. Each Clone instance of a save set will have a different Clone retention time
C. All Clone instances of a save set will have the same Clone retention time
D. All Clone instances expire when the save set expires
Answer: B
Question: 7
Which characteristic best describes CLARiiON Disk Library?
A. Low cost of deployment, no changes required
B. Integrates into an existing storage-management
C. Offloads processing from the backup server
D. Uses high-performance SAN channels
Answer: A
Question: 8
How does a Recovery Time Objective requirement impact the design of a backup solution?
A. The amount of backup storage
B. The type of backup storage
C. The number of backup software modules
D. The type of schedules
Answer: B
Question: 9
You are designing a backup solution for the following environment:
1 Solaris Backup Server
5 MAC clients
10 Linux clients
20 UNIX clients
5 Open VMS clients
40 Windows clients
2 CLARiiON CX 700s with ATA disk (for Backup Data)
1 DMX 1000 (primary data)
Which backup software do you use?
A. CA BrightStor Arcserve 7.0
B. NetWorker 7.3
C. Veritas BackupExec 6.0
D. Commvault Galaxy 3.0
Answer: B
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Question: 10
What is NetWorker dynamic drive sharing?
A. Multiple storage nodes accessing a tape drive at the same time in a non-SAN environment
B. Multiple storage nodes accessing a tape drive one-at-a time in a non-SAN environment
C. Multiple storage nodes accessing a tape drive one-at-a-time in a SAN environment
D. Multiple storage nodes accessing a tape drive at the same time in a SAN environment
Answer: C
Question: 11
What is a disadvantage to having multiple storage nodes?
A. Creates multiple points of administration
B. Requires managing multiple catalogs
C. Increases cost
D. Increases LAN traffic
Answer: C
Question: 12
Your Windows NetWorker server is destroyed as a result of severe storm damage. What is the
first step in recovering the NetWorker server after replacing the hardware?
A. Recover the primary system drive
B. Install the operating system software
C. Recover the contents of the bootstrap save set
D. eRecover the SYSTEM or VSS SYSTEM save sets
Answer: B
Question: 13
You are designing a new backup solution for a customer. After an initial analysis, you decide to
implement a two tier solution. The first tier is disk and the second is tape. A retention period
needs to be defined for the first tier which will determine when backup data will be moved to the
second tier. What determines this retention period?
A. Percentage of restore requests over time
B. Recovery point objective
C. Backup type
D. Available bandwidth
Answer: A
Question: 14
You are designing a Replication Manager architecture for 25 hosts. In order to support backup
and recovery operations you will use 50 Clone LUNs . How do you ensure that Replication
Manager assigns the correct LUNs to each production host?
A. Assign the all of the Clone LUNs to one storage group and configure the activity to use that
specific group
B. Assign the all of the Clone LUNs to per-job storage pools and then configure each activity to
use a specific pool
C. Assign both the production and Clone LUNs into their own storage group
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